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1. _ne consultant's point of view.

2. The oorporate employer's needs and concerns.

3. The g_oup insuranoe underwz_lter'e outlook.

MR. ROBERT A. HALL= It would seem thst the group insurance market, or more
generally the use of the employee benefits mechanism, is still and will
continue expanding in the 1980's. By way of comparison, if, as Ashby Bladen
indicated dul_ the Genel_rl Session yesterday mornlng, individual insurance
ply)dusts a_e now really out of their tlme frsme, the g_oup mechanism may be
at its peak or still coming into it. In any case, there is no question but
that at present the pumohase of insuranoe benefits and the function of
benefit desigo is very largely influenced by employers.

This session is going to approach the 1980's group insurance employee bene-
fits market from three different perspeotlves: the employer purchaser, the
consultant adviser and the insurance ooe_any p_ovlder. Probably most of us
here relate olosely to Just one of these thTee _coups. Each gTOUp takes a
position oolored by its responsibilities and obJeotives. These positions,
although oer%_4nly far from identical, are not altogether different. The
diffe_enoes, however, a_e what we should be eognlzant of. In the employee
benefits market we must, of neoessity, work with and, in %ulm, be oonoerned
abou_ the problems of the other two related areas in ozder to satisfactorily
and effeotively solve ouz own problems. In llstenl_ to these panelists'
remarks, we might try to gain some insight or possibly acquire a different
underetanR4-g of the oonoeros Or needs of these other amens.

MR. CARSON E. BEADI_:

The Consultant's Point of View '

In examining the impaot of group lnsu.Tsnoe and other benefit changes on
oorporatlons, we might begin with those issues whlsh actuaries and st&tis-
tieians, such as those of you in this room, have brought %o the attention
of the zest of us. For example,

I. You tell us that in 1980, the stereotypical male, prlnoipal wa6_ earner
with wife and childl_n at home represents only 2096of the work force.

That _Lises the question: '_Or whsm were our contempozaz_r benefit
plans and Sooial Seouzity pzogl_ms designed?" Was it not for this
most resent of sum minority groups?

%Mr. Beadle, not .... _'^- of the Sooiety, is a Director with
William M. Kex_e ,_x_ted, New York, NY.
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2. YOU tell us that fringe benefits now represent 30_, _0_, and even 50_
of our direct compensation costs.

How recently was it only 5_ to I0_? What _ the consequences of such
a rapid growth in benefit costs, and what should we be doing in antic-
ipation of the day the Chief Executive Officer says, "Stop. I've
spent too much already." Should we still be adding yet another layer
of group life insurance, or some other benefit?

3. YOU identify for us the cost inrplications of early or delayed retire-
ment. YOU make sure that the ramifications of the Age Discrimination
in Employment Act (ADEA) axe understood in the United States and you
implore us to understand that futu__ebenefit coats may rise to the
point where extended enrploy_ent becomes the only adequate "financing'
method available to us.

But, are you aware of how that message impacts on the corporate deci-
sion makers, or how the corporate structux_ can frustrate the _4n_
of decisions that effectively capitalize on your knowledge and facts?

4. Some of you might tell us, as has the U.S. Chamber of Comerce, that
1980 benefits costs in the U.S. will reach 400 billion dollars.

But what aggressive steps are being taken by your profession to halt
x_naway costs rather than Just identifying, analyzing, and processing
such statistics? And if unfamiliar steps aze to be taken, what are
they and how should they be done?

5. You have told us that in 1900 there were 102 males for each 100 females

age 65 or over, and that by 1975 there were only 69 males per 100 fe-
Nales.

What is the impact on costs of these statistics as women enter the work
force in growing numbers and their earnings escalate relative to males
due %o the lower wage relationships of the past?

6. As the baby boom group passes t_ our system what will be the in-
terests of these people for benefits and how well will our pregrams
meet their demands for oban@_ and the significant impast thei_ numbex_
will have on their views being heard and acted upon?

7. The combination of increasing numbers of women entering the work force
and the impact of the _xoh larger numbers of people entering the work
forae may bring about maJo_ cb_n_es in how the Job market is struCt_Lred.

More part time Jobs, Job sha_ing, pay reduction in excbe_e for larger
vacation_ and the shorte]_ work week ace some of the signs.

Neither we nor our clients may subscribe to some of these innovations,
but those of us in the benefits field must be sux_ our plans can relate
to a company's emerging policies. These plans should not be an impedi-

ment to achieving corporate objectives, and we must understand the
corporate StraCt-_X_in which these changes occur.
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_nat is the relevance of all these statistics and changes to today' s group
insurance benefits planners?

Most benefits practitioners today work in an environment where the ability
to be flexible is complicated by conflicting jurisdictions and goals.
This constraint applies equally to employers who buy benefits, insurers
who sell benefits, and most of us who design benefits plans.

M_jor changes in design are frequently out of reach so we settle for what
we can get - at best a compromise, at worst another layer of _mmovable
commitment ill suited to the needs of the future.

Let's consider for a moment the major areas affected by benefits. These
are employee relations, collective bargnining, short-term costs, long range
funding, manpower planning, compliance with legislation, taxation for the
company and for the employee, corporate _ in the co,ramify, competitive-
ness for staff, communications and understanding by employees, administra-
tion, and claims cost containment.

Who in most firms makes the decisions in these many areas?

Who makes the manpower planning decision %o encourage early retirement in

response to the ADEA?

Who makes the key decision on improving early retirement provisions under
the pension plan?

Let us also e_am_ne the functions that have an impact on or are themselves
influenced by benefits decisions.

I. Finance - The Treasurer or Vice President of Finance often has the

last word on pension expendit_x-es, actuarial assumptions, and invest-
ment s.

2. Personnel - The Vice President of Personnel and Labor Relations may
have the last word on personnel policy and salary related issues such
as compensation and sick leave but may or may not make the final
decision on pensions or insured benefits.

3. Benefits - The Benefits Ma_-_er may be responsible for _roup
insurance, pensions, collective bargaining, the placing of insurance,
and the establishment of trust funds.

_. Insurance - The Insurance Manager with his knowledge of the insurance
marketplace may make the final decision on some insurance products or
he may have to approve rates and placement.

There are other areas which affect benefit plan desisn, or are influenced
by benefit plans. Some of these are frequently overlooked.

I. Manpower Plannin_ - Benefits plan design is seldom influenced by these

people and yet they are responsible to lay out a coul_e for the futux_,
including encouraging or postponing retirement, increasing part time
activity, and competing in the work force for certain skills.
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2. Data Management - Probably no single issue has confounded the implemen-
tation of new benefits or the conducting of an annual valuation mo_e
than the current status of our data and our Inability to manage it.

If we introduce new flexible plans without first havin_ simplified our
existing plans, we could blow a fuse and fail at the most important
point in benefits, that of delivering income security dollaz_ to the
consumer when needed.

3. Corporate Planning - Though not as involved in routine personnel and
finance related activities, this group is developin_ policies that
could dramatically alter the future shape and structure of the company.

4. Le_l - Though seldom responsible for the final decision, the position
of the legal people and their sphere of influence can hasten or retsmd
many benefits decisions.

In reviewing these several Jurisdictions it is vital that we as practi-
tioners, and that corporations as the users of our products and skills,
understand that benefits have very important implloations in each of these
key areas.

We should know that any structure which blocks or distorts information or
discourages the analysis of all implications by those in these affected
spheres of influence can create damaging results. At the very least, it
can unnecessarily complicate planning for others. For example, to ignore
the pension spouse benefit when redesigning a group llfe plan, or to ignore
the influence of the ultimate plan on early retirement, is to do an
incomplete Job of planning.

Each function needs the oppo_unity to influence benefit plan decisions,
but the structure must still allow decisions to be reached.

The process for achieving this should include:

I. The opportunity for each body affected by benefits to identify implica-
tions of greatest concern to them.

2. Time to take their concerns seriously and reconnend warranted modifica-
tlons.

3. A final decision maker to ensure decisions are made qulokly and with
the authority to proceed in spite of some un_solved differences.

With these thoughts in mind and with one eye on the significant plan design
chsnges that will be needed to cope with the many ehAn=Ing influences we
have already discussed, it may be useful to examine how we might approach
the subject of effective plan design in a period of change.

We should first recall that our present benefits have evolved in response
to a number of isolated stimuli ranging fz_ le6-1slation such as Employee

Retirement Income Security Act, Equal Employment Opportunity, and ADFA,
to union demands and %heir influence on salaried plans, to Social Security
changes, and many other influences I am sure you could list. As such, it
would be quite surprising if today's benefits plans met today's objectives
properly.
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In dealing with this ohallen_.n_ thou_t, I find it most useful to meet
with those people who influence decisions in the areas of personnel,
finance, insurance, end manpower plsn_in£ and go back with them to some
very fundamental questions.

The first question is, "Why have benefits plans at all?" When this ques-
tion is answered frankly and in depth and when the various responses are
organized in priority order, the list makes a very useful base against
which to me_ existing benefits.

For example, if a priority is to meet employees' financial needs at time
of loss, it is unlikely that a plan designed to reward length of service
will meet that priority.

Or, if a priority is to communicate to employees the real worth of their
plans, it is u_likely that this can be achieved if the plans oonts/n a
number of ccmpltoatin_ _ndperson clauses.

Other questions worth ask/_ include:

1. How do employees perceive their benefits?

2. Ax_ benefits plans designed with the employee in mind as the end
customer7

3. _s.t g_owth is expected in _ove_ent benefits? Are our plans designed
to readily adjust or integrate, thereby preserving spendable income?

4. Have plans been explained Be that employees will accept downward adjust-
ments in our private sector plans?

5. Has the tax impact of benefits and costs been taken fully into account?

6. HaTe benefits at retirement been properly rationalized with manpower
pla--_- 5 objectives?

In examining why there are benefit plans at all, several possibilities
emerge.

1. To attract and hold employees.

2. To m_tntain a specified competitive position.

3. To be a good employer.

h. To be a good oorpol_te citizen.

5. To meet union de_--ds, end assess their impact on non-unic_ized employees.

6. To encourage or at least not impede early or late retirement, to meet
pe_so_l income security needs, or to _e-_a_d lor_ service.

Next, we should ask, "Which of these _easons ate still ralevant?" Then,
"How well do existing plans meet the current reasons for havin_ a plan,
in you_ view and in the view of employees?"
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In considering these questions it is useful to think of the employee as the
end ousto_er for employee benefits plans. Few plane are designed with this
in mind. For _y companies, it is very difficult to do. As we reviewed
earlier, different Jurisdictions control various benefits. Sometimes those
responsible speak with each other, and sometimes they don't. They often
live in a win/lose environment where they a_e not free to be as objective
as they would like to be. If they allow life insurance to be replaced by a
spouse's benefit under the pension plan, or if they replace the pension
spouse's benefit with an insured survivor income benefit, someone is seen
to be a loser.

Those of you in the insurance industry have precisely the same problem.
Many of you are structurally handcuffed to consider "pusO/ng" only the
product in your Jurisdiction, be it group life insurance or pension, and
not to consider which approach will best help your client achieve his
personnel objectives.

Yet, events are descending upon us so rapidly that artificial impediments
to viewing benefits in their totality with the employee as end customer
need to be removed. Benefit plans should be designed without regard to
the vehiole used or narrow departmental interests. Plans should be simple,
cohesive, and above all relevant to employees.

The bottom line is this:

I. Employers are likely spending more money on benefit plans than they
need.

2. They are likely getting less credit for their benefit plans than they
deserve.

3. They have likely set themselves up to absorb the increasing costs of
their own plans, of Social Security, and of Sooial Security benefit
"rLnoreaEe8,

4. They and their insurers are likely operating in an environment where
major and fundamental changes in plan design are difficult to ashley,.

5. They are likely confronted wlth inoreasln_ chief execu%ive interest in
the costs and human resource implications of benefits plane.

To address these issues, I believe we need to do the following:

I. We need to step back fz_m the forest of legislation, caepliance,
demands, etc. and look at the end result of our combined benefits
upon the occurrence of a covered event to an employee.

2. We need to take the broad look.

3. We should know why we have these particular plans in today's tezms.

We need %o nnderetand employees' perceptions of the benefits and their real
value. We need to recondition their thinking to understand that in the
benefits area more is not necessarily good and that benefits can absorb an
nnWaZTanted amount of today's spendable income.
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Plans should be designed with the employee as the end cust_ner and with ease
of communication or virtual self-communication as primary goals. If we can-
not explain it easily and relate it to employee perception of need, we should
discard it and start again.

Finally, plans should permit a ready flow fro_ active service to retirement,
without serious disruption of income security.

The ultimate challenges to actuaries are to understand the nature of this
c_mnge that is about us, and to understand the importance of flexibility
in arriving at a final design that anhieves personnel or people objectives.
The challenge is to be ready to press for those changes in your structures
that will permit you to deliver the right service or the right product to
meet the challenge of the future, for it is already upon us.

MR. MICHAEL J. GUIDTTA:

The Corporate Employer's Needs and Concerns

The cost of employee benefit programs impacts directly on corporate manage-
cent's ability to meet its responsibilities to its stockholders, to its
employees, and to the consumers of its products. No one is more aware of
the increasing cost of providing fringe benefits than the corporate employer.
After all, it is the employer who usually provides for these costs. For
AT&T and its principal telephone subsidiaries, the employer cost of provid-
ing medical care has more than tripled over the last 15 years. It has
tripled not in dollars but astoundingly as a percentage of payroll to nearly
six percent of payroll currently. This is both a very si__Ificant increase
and a significant level of expense. AT&T's experience is not unique! GM's
expense rose from 3% to 9% of payroll over the same period while another
very large corporation's medical care costs rose nearly four times to over
6% of payroll.

Underlying these increases are improvements in plan benefits and the effects
of inflation and utilization increases as well as other factors. Management
cannot sit by and permit benefit costs to be uncontrolled in the 1980's. I
expect management will take definitive steps to effectively gain control of
benefit plan costs.

One very good reason for this is that both foreign and domestic competitive
pressures will require increased future productivity. To survive as a
business, management must respond to the competition by being more efficient
and by shedding excessive expense. How will this be accomplished?

Benefit plan structures will be reviewed and certain cost-effective pro-
posals to change those structures will be made. During recently completed
contract negotiations with unions representing approximately 3/_ million
employees of the Bell System, AT&T offered a proposal to amend its basic
and major medical benefit plans. Among the elements of the proposal were
a dollar limit hospital room and board benefit and a dollar maximum on
hospital extras. The current contract provides service benefits. Basic
surgical benefits were to be provided on a reasonable and customary basis
but not in excess of a scheduled benefit. The benefit plans would be
designed not to be retrogressive but, given expected inflationary condi-
tions, dollar limits would be expected to affect benefit payments near the
end of the contract period. Dollar limits and scheduled amounts would be
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subject to negotiation rather than increasing benefits automatically to keep
pace with medical care inflation. Thus, management would have the opportunl-
ty to control the increase in benefits and benefit costs.

Employees and their dependents would become more involved in the financial
aspects of health care delivery, hopefully as prudent consumers rather than
simply as patients. This, we believe, is an essential featu_v_ of any cost
containment program which would ultimately be beneficial to employees and
their dependents.

Further, a greater portion of any increase in the total compensation packa_
would be explicitly recognized in the bargaining process.

Lastly, unions would be able to claim credit for increases in plan benefit
levels which, under a service contract, are not considered any gain at all.

As I mentioned, this management control oriented benefit structure was
introduced by AT&T management in recently concluded labor negotiations.
Unfortunately, agreement was not reached on a chan_d benefit str_ctux_

in the medical care area. However, agreement was reached giving manage-
ment similar control with respect to pension benefits as a change f_ a

final 5 year average pension plan to a flat dollar per year of service
plan was negotiated for non-management employees. This is proof that it
is indeed possible to negotiate structural changes which will enable mana@_-
ment to gain control of the increases in plan benefits and, therefore,
contain increases in plan costs. In 1983, when our current union contract
expires, we may reintroduce similar changes in the medical oax_ plan.

There is another possible change which, while not related to coverage
developments, will impact the way carriers and group polioyholderu will
interact in the 1980's. Again, one reason for this change is the rapidly
increasing level of health care costs which employers have had to bear.
To same extent, group policyholders have simply been paylng the bill for
medical care coverage without very much questioni_ in regard to how the
premium dollar was being utilized. I can assure you that these days will
soon be gone. Certain corporations' managements have already commenced
ask!n_ for specific utilization data from insurers for purposes of review-

ing just how the premium dollar is being spent. We can expect more quality
control on management's part in the delivery of the insux_r'e service. At

AT&T a system which will provide mana@_ment with a tool for determ4n_ng
among other things whether the carrier is operating an efficient cl-Im-
s_m1_etration program has been put into place. We expect to start experi-
encing the reds on investment in that system very shortly.

Relating to the cost of group insurance problems then, and especially in
the area of medical care, the 1980's will witness a new mana@_ment attitude
toward employee benefit progx_ms - a seriously conoerued attitude which
will change both the benefit structure of onrrently existing plans and the
usual insux_r-policyholder working relationship.

Another major concern of corporations will be the manner in which the costs
of post-retirement group insurance benefits will have to be accounted for
beginning in the 1980's. The prudence of advance reoosnltion of post-
retirement group insuxmnce benefit costs on an actuarial basis has not yet
been fully realized. An analogous situation existed in the pension ax_a
for about half a century until finally in 1966 the American Institute of
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Certified Public Accountants completed and published an Accounting Research
Study which formed the basis for Opinion No. 8 of the Accounting PTinoiples
Boax_. Opinion No. 8 was mu_h mo_e speolflo than prior accounting reseax_h
bulletins by defining parameters for dete_4ning minimum and maximum
anoounting charges for pension costs. Pay-as-yon-go and terminal funding
appx_aches were deemed un_oeptabls.

The Yinanclal Aooountim_ Standards Boax_ (FABB) has undertaken a review of
anoOu_tln_ by employers for pensions and for other post-employment benefits.
The ]_a_d has already indicated that post-employment benefits _such as life
insurance, medioaxe supplements, and payment of Part B Medicare premiums)
may be similar to pension benefits in many respects since future disburse-
ments may be estimated based on approprlate actuarial assumptions and cal-
culations. The Board also notes that there is a fairly wide _an_e of
practice in a_oounting for these other post-employment benefits and that
there is no authoritative generally accepted method of accounting for the
costs of these benefits. However t It is important to note that the Board
has not made any final decision either with 1_spsct to the perceived nature
of other post-amployment benefits or with respect %0 how such benefits
should be accounted for. Some would a_gue that the nature of these post-
employment benefits a_e sufficiently different _ pensions and that there
is little rationale for slmila_ accounting practices to be applied. For
example, in some oases it m_y be a_cgued that no le6_l commitment has been
made %o continue the px_)vision of these other post-employment benefits.
_us, the nature of the employerts promise is considered to be a qualified
pl_aise. Of coux_e, in the pension area, on plan %e_tlon, the plan
sponsor is faced with some liability. Others would a_gue that other post-
employment benefits do not rsprssent a fox_ of defexTed compensation, but
instead _ gratuities and thus the logic would follow that g_atuities need
not be accounted fo_ over the active working lifetime of employees but a_e
cha_geable to expense on a pay-as-you-go basis. Another argument might be
that prospective benefits under post-employment benefit plans may not be
amenable to acm_r_te forecasting since, for example, possible external
developments like a c_mprshensive national health insuzsnoe axTangement
could ellmln_te the need for post-empIoyment medical oa_e progxmms. Un-
fortunately for _he supporters of this view, the same a_gument can be made
in the a_ea of pensions - for example, that Social Security will be expanded
and eliminate the need for pxx_id_ certain pension benefits. Yet, thls
possibility has not preempte_ advance a_ozual accounting for pension benefits.

The p_ovision of post-employment fringe benefits should be considered a
labor cOSt and, therefore, the cost should be recognized over the active
wox*4ng lifetime of employees. The zequizement to accrue for the cost of
all pos_-employment benefits over the wor_- S lifetime of employees so that
the expense of labor ma_ be matched a_ains% the revenues generated by that
labor may well be a fact of out lives after PASS deliberations axe completed
in the 1980's. Certainly one of the ooxpox_tlon's resp_slbilities is to
fully and fairly disclose to our_nt and potential iuvestore as accurate a
pictures of its fln-_ial fitness as possible. The argument can easily be
made that recognizin_ post-employment benefit costs on an actusmial basis
will be a positive step in helping the corporation meet this responsibility.

There is another intercsting point on this subject. The Cost Aocountln_
St_ Board (CASB), which is basically rssponsible for specifying
orltezla to be used in dete_._-_-_ the measurement and allocability of
costs under _overnment contracts, issued regulations on accounting for
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insurance costs app_oxlmately two years ago. Prior to the issuance of fins/
regulations, the CASB expressed its preference for recognizing the cost of
retired lives benefits over the active working lifetime of employees. The
CASB noted that the cost of a retired lives program, llke other fringe bene-
fits, is a cost attributable to the use of labor and that it is properly
allocable to the cost objectives which benefit frc_ that labor. The CASB
ultimately did not require that costs be recognized c_ an advance accrual
basis. One reason for this aotion was that it was thou@ht that if prefUnd-
ing were to be required, many government contractors might discontinue their
retired lives progrvm. The point here is that there is support for the view
that post-retirement costs are indeed a cost of labor and should be recog-
nized as such.

In summary, the key wo_d for the 1980's from the corporate employer's
perspective is cost. The corporation's concern will be its level, how to

reduce its rate of increase, and proper accounting recog_lltion.

The actuawy's role is to addross the concerns of the cox_oration, to
formulate innovative ideas in the areas of plan design and cost control
which will assist the corporation in meeting its responsibilities, and
to take an active part in discussions taking place in the accounting
profession. These tasks are well suited for actuaries and indeed will
require the expertise of the actuarial profession for their successful
completion.

MR. STANLEY L. 0LDS:

The Group Insurance UnderwTiter's Outlook

First I would like to bring a different but related pictuxre into the dis-
cussion here. The American Council of Life In_ce has a TTend Analysis
Program (TAP) which has led to the issue of 20 or so reports. In the
spring of 1980, they published TAP No. 19, titled "Health Care"_ in which
three scenarios of health care in the year 2030 AD, 50 yeats from now, are
spelled out - all outrageous and unlikely to occur but all contsdn_ng some
elements and ideas that are reasonable and which are likely to occur in
whatever health care setting and environment may exist in 2030.

The three scenarios are:

I. Routine utilization of high technology in medical care.

2. Individual responsibility for personal health and well being.

3. Governmental responsibility for all health problems.

The firnt scenario ties all health care advances in the next 50 years and
the basis of health care programs in 2030 to the advancement of medical
technology. The following types of statements appear in the report:

. Food and energy shortages have been alleviated by genetic engineering
in plants.

2. Screening for genetic markers in children is now routine.

3. Spare parts banks for h_m_s are commonplace.
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4. An anti-aging vaccine has been developed. Average life expectancy is
125 years!

5. Micro-processors worn like wristwatches monitor and analyze certain
chemical processes of the body. Diabetes is fltlly controllable.

6. Remote telemedicine diagnostic equipment has made home diagnosis
commonplace.

7. Society has not kept up with the hardware. Life and death ethical
questions are solved more slowly than technical problems.

The second scenario takes the approach that good health is a personal thing.
The important aspects of health care are the maintenance of good health and
the prevention of disease.

I. Every component of society - the workplace, educational institutions,
transportation networks, and urban enviror_ent in general - is con-
sidered part of the health care system.

2. The definition of health problems is expanded to include morbidity and
mortality resulting fz_m traffic accidents and crime as symptoms of
the diseased community.

3. The public recognizes the ineffectiveness of National Health Insurance
(NHI) programs and places 8Teat emphasis on individual responsibility.

4. Hospitals have been converted into crisis intervention centers, health
education centers, and fitness centers.

5. Patients alter lifestyle to treat chronic cases.

6. The first generation of children educated in this manner reach adult-
hood. A sisnificant peroentage of them have gained control over their
bodies equivalent to that exercised by Eastern mystics.

7. Ener_ wasting behavior, chemical pollution, and dehumanizing work
(or the state of being out-of-work) are considered conditions of
disease.

The third scenario states in effect that government is the sole provider
and Judgment maker for our health care.

I. Government assumes control of all medical schools in 1992.

2. Government gave up on attempts to control hospital costs and turned to
controlling number of hospitals and number of beds.

3. Government directed that everyone involved in health care do whatever

was necessary to find out which health care procedures really work.

4. New medical technologies have to be accompanied by statements of

potential impact on society, the economy, and the envircr_.ent, as well
as health.
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5. In the year 2007, government commences explicit rationing and interven-
tion in individual health decisions. It is society versus the individ-
ual.

This scenario also states that voluntary controls simply don't work. Health
oax_ costs are dete1_ed by the way people live. To hold down costs and %o
prcaote public health, the 6,_vernment is forced to intervene in individual
life decisions. In that context, people who pursue unwarranted health risks
81_ considered as social criminalS.

Some of the outrageous predictions described above will occur, Or begin to
occur, in the 1980's. Will we recognize them when they arrlve? Better yet,
will we anticipate them and prepare to weave them into the fabric of ou_
products? Will we pay for soreenlng for genetlo ms_ke_s, onti-a_ng
vaccines, cancer preventive drugs, a routine visit %o health education and
fitness centers, or the wristwatch mlcro-processors to monitor the dlabetios?
It is fascinating to look into the future and speculate. My conoel,ns are
not that things will change, but that we in the health insurance industxb,
will fail to anticipate and recognize those ch_s.

But where do I think we l_eally go from here? What are the factors that an
insurance company must recoanize in its pol_tfolio and in its plnnnlr_ for
the 1980's? Some of m_ thou_ts al_ answers. Even more 8_e questloms.

I. Inflation - What ax_ the implications when inflation on the health
benefits the policyholder pays for is higher than inflation on the
items which he produces? Will he continue to allocate an ever larger
share of his resources %o f__uge benefits? I doubt it. Will we see
higher deduotlbles payable by the employees, or will tax-sheltered
fringe benefit "compensation" be at the expense of cash wages?

2. A Chan_in_ Womk Force - Will the requirements of employees as consumex_
ohanae as women beooc_e an ever inoreasina" proportion of employed people?
What ages az_ they?. What is their family status? Are _hey still bear-
ing children? Do they prefer life insulw_oe, income _e,
medical/dental insurance, higher pensions, or a better pa_-_ space?
Do they want to have their own employer provide insurance for them or
do they want tO be covered under their spouse's plans? And, whO gets
the kids?

3. National Health Insurance - Will NHI beocae a fact? What fox_ will it
take? What will be left for the insurance industry? Will the fear of
having the confirming inflating cost of medical oaze paid by taxpayers
keep JHI small?

]4. I,e_l Envlzcmment - Will %hers be any significant o_ in "the tax
laws rea_ contributions for fringe benefits? Will antl-disoria-
ination laws force employers %o contribute a like, identifiable amount
on behalf of each worker re6m_lless of sex, age, marital status, or
dependent obligations? And what might the implications of that be?

5. Cost Cont_4r-.-ut - How important a factor will insurance industry
participation in cost content become? We've done a pretty good Job
of avoiding responsibility for the high msdioal care costs, but there
is a voice which says, _ pay most of the bills, and _ou should have
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OIout with the providers, so you dig in and help keep costs downl
And by the w_y," the _i_ voice continues, "yon have all the statistics
on what we'_e payin_ for and the ailments that our dollax_ a_e cu_in_,
so you get us better health for our insurance dollar." This is a major
challenge %o the insur-nce industry. _rthe_nore, this is a political
p_oblem which means i% isn't going to go away, and we're going to be
highly visible in our efforts %o address it.

Some PEedictions

I. Cafeteria Plans - The most signiflcant change we will see in %he 1980's
is the increasin_ development in the use of cafeteria plans. To a
greater and gEeater degree, the chsrsnterlstics of the so-called work
foree seem %o be dispersing. People who work are different, they are
more aware of their different needs, and they need different solutions
to solve their medical, dental, and llfe insux-s_ceneeds, not to men-
tion _nccme continuation, pensions, and vacation benefits.

The adm4_etretive support needed for cafeteria plane can be most
c_nplex. Not all insurers will be able to handle i%, nor will all
employers be able to manage it. _t it will come as part of the
pZo_ess of fringe benefit programs.

2. Cost Content - The insurance industry provides large amounts of
money to the medical provider industry, and we will probably be forced
into a pos%ux_ of helping control cOStS to a much grsater extent than
we now do. That will come from working wlth the provider industries as
well as from desi_nw4-5 plans which include those services which provide
more health coverage for the premium dollar. We may also fo_ce the
insureds to participate with us in recognizing that we all have a stake
in oontrolllng medical costs. This will take the form of more selec-

tive deductibles and coinsuranoe factors. And plans will tend to reduce
abuse, not encourage it. The insltranceindustry will also find itself
more active in dealing with Health Systems Agencies, Health Maintenance
Organizations, Professional Standards Review O_ganizations, rate setting

ocenlssions, and other medical-lnterest organizations. Keep one thing
in mind. If we spend as much time on containing claims cost, which is
80_ of the premium, as we have on containing expense costs, which is
oD.ly20_ of the premium, we will do well.

The "wellness" thrust Of health care, as described in the TAP scenario,
will be led by HM0'e in the 1980's, and the insurance industry could
find itself in the interesting position of being involved on both sides
of the fence as ooMpetltore to the HM0ts and perhaps investors or
ope_tors of HM0'e.

3. Coveraaes

A. Dental - The number of people covered under dental plans will
approximately double in the 1980'e in accordance with the predic-

tion of some experts. In addition, the buyers as well as the
insuxwre will come to recognize the differences in the risks

between medical and dental insurance. Plan design will help
control over-utilization of dental procedures that are more expen-
sive than the basic, yet adequate, procedures.
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B. Vision and Heazin_ Cs/e - This coverage is more of a budgetable item
than a high risk insurance item. If fringe benefit dollars remain
as precious as they are now, this type of coverage may be slow in
growing.

0. Group Auto - How many of us would like to be in a position to pay
for OUr automobile insurance with pre-tax dollars? (Admittedly, I
might be making an erroneous assumption here. ) We might even be
willing to trade wage dollars for fringe dollars for this one. In
addition, %:ue 6_oup auto will raise expected claim ratios from the
60_ level to between 70W and 80_ depending upon the size of the
case, a significant imprevement in the effective use of premium
dollars. Group auto isn't all plus. Coverage flexibility in any
given group may be less than individuals desire. The traditional
a_ent/policyholder relationship will be further eroded, and that
will be a bone of contention.

Group Hcaeowners may well fall into the same pattern as group
auto.

D. Pzesorlption _ - The appeal here, of course, is convenience %0
the insured. There are no claim forms, and no significant outlay
by the insured. This is a real consumer oriented coverage which
can't miss. Just don't leave the plastic card at home.

E. Survivor Income Insurance - This coverage will make it, but only

at the expense of traditional group life approaches which relate
only to earnings or occupational class. A great deal of education
will be needed to convert the employees' pel_eptlon of group life
insurance from entitlement to need. Voluntary Group Life will also
make i%, but at some expense to the smaller case individual life
in_Lranoe market.

4. Blue Sk_ - An important aspect of our business is the funding of our
insured plans. The funding patterns of insured plans in the future
may not resemble the funding of plans in the past. We are not going

%o receive all of the premium we have seen in the past. The insured
will keep much of it, and we will pay claims from his bank account.
He will often keep claim reserves and maybe even the liability. It
won't be Admlnie%ratlve Services Only (ASO), because we will keep the
high and extended risk as well as perform administrative functions.
As long as interest rates stay so high that our interest credits on
reserves seem low to the policyholder, he will give us as little money
as possible %o sdm_nister his fringe benefit plans. The Health Insur-
ance Association of America recently reported that medical care claim
dollars paid by ASO/MPP (minimum premium plan) increased _ in 1978,
31_ in 1979 and 72_ from the first quarter of 1979 to the first quarter
of 1980!

One thing is certain. History has %au_ht us that for better or worse the
future will be different. If you don't agree with me - either the ques-
tions or the answers - I have accomplished my mission to stimulate ideas
on the subject. If any one thought I have expressed deserves repetition
it is that is is imperative that the insursnce industry anticipate chan£_s
and reoo_llze them when they arrive.
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MR. WILLIAM V. HAUKE: What percentages of all non-gove_ent health insur-

ance dollars do self-insurance and AS0 dollars currently represent?

MR. OLDS: The recent HIKA Statistical Information Bulletin dated

September 22, 1980, indicated that about 15_ of all non-government medical
insurance claim dollars are paid under ASO and minimum premium plans. This
does not include AS0 cases sRmln_stered by non-WYAA companies. The percent-

age is high because so ms/_y of the larger cases are in these categories.

MR. D. B. DIXON: What ale your views on cafeteria plans?

MR. _ADLE: We have to start by defining what is meant by a cafeteria plan.
I take an extreme view of a plan where each benefit is asslgned a unit
value, and employees have an ultimate flexibility to pick and choose what
they wish.

We are cux_ently undergoing a change in that the employer is moving %o the
center of our society. We have become disenchanted with government.
Unions are certainly going to continue to be strong but the_e is a lot of
concern about power in their hands and the fact that they deal with an
isolated gToup of people. The employer is going to be taking on added
responsibility.

If this is the case, the employer cannot be seen as having abdicated any
particular area of fundsmental inoome security. This should inorease the
importance of core plans that provide a fundamental or basio element of
income security for all employees re_rdless of their marital status, depen-
dents, age, and so on.

Having said that, let us look at the other side of the coin, flexibility.
The demographic chants in the stx_o%u_e of our employee populations are
tremendous. Examples such as a single parent supporting a child and having
tO PaY a full family rate for medical coverage reveal that %here are many
problems to be solved. Above the core plan we need a very high degree of
flexibility in the benefits that will be available to employees. We should
carefully thlnk Out the manner in which employer dollars will be used to
enoo_ added protection in those areas where the employer thinks it
would serve the best purpose. My simple answer is that cafeteria plans sine
a frightening proposition, but flexible benefits are a must.

MR. WALL: It is important to consider one other aspect when yOu think in
terms of cafeteria plans. There has to be a very extensive commitment on

the part of the employer to counsel and advise his employees if he gives
them the myriad of choices that oafeterla plans aze generally thought to
involve. The employer has to commit not only to a much more extensive
administrative apparatus but also to the very detailed explanation and
counseling that will be necessary if a largo number of choices is going
to be made available.

MR. OLDS: MY intezgrstatlon of cafeteria plans is that thel_ is a signifi-
cant core of benefits that is provided for all employees. Optional benefits
on top of the ooze plan provide flexibility.

MR. BEADLE- There is an issue that applies to both the employer and the
insurance company which is absolutely vital. The insurance company must
have the facility %o pay the claims, and the employer must have the
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facility to s_m4-_eter the plans. We are already involved with a recently
acquired major client who installed a 14.4 cafeteria plan. They took one
portion of their plan and unitized it and made many options available.
That took effect in June, and now there are approxinately 4000 olai_
backed up waiting to be processed because t_e system is not adequately in
place to handle them. Management' • credibility is suffering because they
introduced this with great fanfare.

NR. BURNESS R. EILER: Stan, in Scenario Ill you mentioned that the govern-
ment wee going to stop trying to control health caxe costs and beffln trying
to control the number of hospital beds.

MR. OLDS: _nat was the way they were _oin_ to control the costs.

MR. EILER: In the Minneapolis St. Paul metropolitan area they are already
doin_ that. Fairview Hospital is trying to close unused rooms in downtown
Minneapolis and build a health care center in a suburb that is unserved,
but they can't get a license to do it.

MR. 0LI_: _nat the scenario says is going to happen by 2030 has been
happenln_ in recent years through certificate of need laws. Many states
have these laws, and the states _ in their own ways trying to control over-
bedding, which is Just too many hospital beds being available. It is
interesting %o watch the legislatox*s try to backtrack and make exceptions
after paeein_ such laws. They put in special bills for oert-1- hospitals
in their own constituencies so that these hospitals can do thin_s which the
law specifically intends they not do.

MR. _Y_ADLE- Hospitalization is totally socialized in Canada, and an early
develoIment when the government hospital plans be6_n was the reallooation
of hospital resources. Since there was only one owner of all hospitals,
the intensive care hospitals m_d the cottage type convalescent hospitals
could be deployed to ensure a balance of these different types of accommoda-
tion in each co,unity. The idea was that an intensive cax'e hospital with
a very high per ro_ per day cost wasn't needed for convalescent oa_e. I
mention that only because if the private sector is goin_ to retain control
of hospital resources in the United States, it may have to do some voluntary
reallooation of those resources.

MR. _JAMIN R. WHITELEY: I am awaz_ of some cc_n_nlties in which employers
and union leaders are getting together in cost oontai_ent organizations.
•he Greater Philadelphia area is one example. Are any of yon familiar with
these organizations, and can you tell us if they are bei_ effective?

MR. GULOTTA: Pen-Jer-Del is the n-_e of one group in the gx_ater Philadel-
phia al_a that has been meeting, oolleotin_ data, and trying to influence
the delivery of medical care. However, She Jury is still out on the
effectiveness of employers and unions getting together.

I have a question for Stan Olds and for the actuaries in the audience. Stan
alleged that the insurance companies were avoidln_ the responsibilities in
the area of cost oontaiDment. These responsibilities are to promote better
health care, keep the cost down, and pay the claims. Of course, the iRpetus
is from the employers and the unions who axe ti_ed of inoroases in health
care costs. Have any of the companies which are represented in the andienoe
attempted to develop a program of provider education? _he insurauoe
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oaspanies az,e the focal point, and the employez's osn put pressuze to be_
on them. Have you instituted any p_,sms of provider education with a
goal of showing them what the no_s are and vhat the abnox_al behaviors saw
with respect to t_ea%Nent _ wi_h respect to oha_ges? If _he slower is
not you can see why the employers a_e trying to do it o_ their own.

MR. HaT._t A number of insuxwnce companies have met with _epresentatives of
dental societies to go over these pa_icular points, but _uoh less has been
done in the medical area. I% is much easier to deal with this type of

p_ider education in the dental insurance a_ea, because there are signifi-
cantly fewer px_oedures, and they a_e more ole_ly defined.

MR. /OHN K. KITTBEDGEs Pezhaps the most extensive our_ent attempt to edu-
cate p_owlders is in the Milwaukee area. This is primarily under the
ansptoes of the I_'AA, bllta m_ber of insu_eds with significant amounts of
business in that area a_e involved. An attempt is being made to see ezactl7
vhat results can ooe_ f_ this type of arrangement.

At the Prudential, we have had va_in_ success in demonstrating to providexw,
physicians, and hospitals that the patterns of care that they have been
following a_e not efficient and are not neeessa_ily the best in texas of
beln_ able to meet oompet£tlon and yet prowlde a hi_ qualit 7 of care.

One of the best things we are doin_ which is closely related to p_rv_der

eduoatlen is ascend oplnlen surgical pro_ramm. The Jury is still definitely
out as to the ultimate effectiveness of second opinion surgery, although the
expel_JJaentaldata has been quite ency. We now have over one hundred
policyholders who have plans under whloh a lower percentage of the
physiolans' or eu_goone t o_rgo is paid if there is no oonflrmed second
opinion. This is some_h4-_ else we would llke %o watch a little lon_er.

MR. RRA_LE: Jack, have you had any measurable feedback yet _ the effec-
tiveness of you_ employee health education films protein?

MR. KITTREDGE: I have not had any feedback in a fozm that would give me
confidence in sayin_ that employee behavior has been c_-__ged. Health
education accomplishes noth4n_ if i% doesn't ohanb_ the behavior of the
participants.

MR. BAUKE: There has been tremendous development in the _oup insulmnoe
field in extend/n_ _oup insuxmnoe or pseudo-_roup insurv_ce to people that
were formerly buying individual _oe. These are the very small
employee _*o_s, often with less than five lives. Much of what we have
been dlsoussln_ doesn't really apply to these _oups. Could anyone oc_nent
c_ the erpensic_ of _oup insurance in this area?

MR. OLl_t This is a marketing problem more _-_ an actuarial problem.
•hls type of business is ouzTently in place, and our marketin_ people and
those of other oc_panies a_e not going to let us got out of it because we
all have a stake in it.

MR. HALL: Group Insurance should be offered to a group w_th a minimum
amount of individual underwriting. F_dioal evidence should not be neoes-

saz_ because you can rely on _he ability to ohts/n a reasonable o_oss
seotlo_ of expomtt'e. Thls be_Lns tO break down when you go below ten

lives. It isn't really a group insuranoe product that is being offered to
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these very small groups. A market does exist here, but i% really is a
different product than group insurance.

MR. _ADLE: Bill is right to draw attention to the fact that we are focused
on _oups of a different size, but he also raises a fundamental point concern-
ing the survival of the private sector in this field. Every involvement of
government in the benefits area has essentially been driven by lank of
adequate coverage for the self-insured or the very small employer _coup.
All of the political support for px_gress in this area cremes _ that
group, and if as an industry we are not giving it adequate attention, we ame
probably sowing the seeds of our own destruction. It is a terribly impor-
taut point.

MR. OLDS: Aren,t the_e also tax and compensation considerations for an
employee who happens to work for an employer with only two other employees?
That individual feels entitled to the compensation, including some fringe
benefits, equivalent to a person who works for AT&T. There should be some
kind of an employer sponsored plan. The insurance industry has come up
with a vehicle for that which they call group insurance rather %_ indlvid-
us/ insurance. However, I agree that in a sense if you require individual
evidence of insurability it really isn't group insurauce. It is a vehicle
which serves a purpose, rheum.

MR. AT._"J[ANDER]).]_%qININI: I% seems that insul_ax_e ocRpanles and a number

of Ismge purchasers should have s sufficient amoumt of leverage over px_-
riders to exercise cost control. This is precisely what is happening with
the vision oove_s. In %his axes, insux_rs don't have the long history
of relations with providers that exists in the medtoal area, and results
have been most _tlfyim_ in largo vision plans in terms of price negotia-
tions. Hopefully we can learn fro,,this and perhaps apply it tO the other
covers4_s.

MR. HALL: I assume you are referring %o a vision care plan that has
participating providers. These providers have %o a_we to the terms of
the plan to become involved, and through that device some control can be
exercised. This is a little bit different from the normal group medical
arrangement other than Blue Cross.

MR. _: In the medical area, even if it can be demonstrated that $150
is the reasonable and customa_ fee for a procedure for which a physician
in a certain case charged $200, there is still an obstacle. The employee
has bargained for a fully paid up plan, and has presumably given up some
wages. He doesn't want to have to pay that extra $50. The insurer is
trying to hold the claim to $150 in order to protect both its interests and
those of the customers. Both are right, but there is no reduction in
medical care costs.

MR. _AnLE. To the extent that the Blues have been successful in the area

of cost control, it has been tied back to participation by the deliverers
of the service.

MR. WHITELEY: Education of employers and union leaders is vital, because
in am_ ocmmmity they have the power. These people are hospital board
trustees. They know the physicians. They should be able to exert much
more influence than insurers.
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MR. C_Y_A: We have been trying to accomplish that recently, and we did
accomplish it in the pension area with the 1980 ba_g_4nl_. We also bar-
6_Aned a scheduled vision care benefit. It isn't llkely that we'll har_/n
& usual, custom.y, and reasonable (UCR) type plan again, in spite of what
Lex said with respect to the success that you've had in the vision care
area. It is extremely critical in the cost control process to try to get
to the point wheze the employer can exercise some control over benefits.
To use the $200 claim as an example, the employee feels he is eligible to
collect $200, and the doctor feels he has the right to ask for the $200,
b_ttthe employer doesn't think that it should have to pat $200. If the
employer cannot get around this any other w_7, it will be done through plan
design. It is an important _dient in the cost co_talnment process.

MR. _Y_/LEs I am curious to learn how a company with a high profile like
AT&T can get their pension plan from a final earnin_ to a career avel_
ea_ basis.

MR. _FLOTTA: That was a mmagement plan, not a bargained plan. There was
a potential employee rolations problem, but this was handled directly by
expln4_-g the plan to %he managers. However, as I mentioned, the manage-
ment plan is not a ba_ined plan, and At didn't have to be sold except
from the public relations point of view.

With regard to the non-msn_ment plan that had to be agreed upon with the
unions, there were a couple of selling points. One of these was that the
unions would now be able to ola/m credit for the benefit increases under a

Flat dolla_ per mouth per yea_ sea'vice plan. Under a f4_al five yea_
average plan the benefit increased as the salsx7 increased, and this was
at most implicitly reco_nlzed as a benefit increase. Unions really didn't
_t any credit for a bargained up benefit. Also, a new vision oa_e benefit,
as well as other benefit Impz_vemente, was bar_ed. _he_nore, the
accrued pension benefit was actually increased so there was an appeal for
those who are going to retire within the near _u%na_e. This was also &ppeal-
ing to the unions.

C_,n_ the design of the medical care benefits was hazier to sell. There
was less appeal because if inflation went unchecked, there would be a de-
crease in benefits in the short tez_, probably even as early as the end of
the three year ba_gs/ning period.

MR. DIXON: Are there any benefits from employee fitness pro_l-ams? Is this
an area that in_e companies should be moving into?

MR. HALL: I have some reservations about prov_dlng _roup insu.Tanoe benefits
that reimbul'se the cost or part of the cost of an azm_.._ physical e_ ,mt,',--
tic_. This may not be a cost effective use of the employer's dollar. I do
not know whether any insurance companies have any experience and are in &
position to conclude that this is a cost effective benefit that should be
put into a program. A number of companies have written this type of bene-
fit, not necessarily on & large scale but for fairly extended periods of
time.

MR. 0LDS: Several years ago Kalser Permanente Published info_tlon regs.rd-
ing annual physicals or periodic physicals. Due to cost effectiveness,
they recommended that so-called ac_ual physicals be given less often than
annually up to certain ages. They reduced the frequency by &ppro_m-tely
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half until a_e 50 or even higher. The exams didn't disoover as many medioal
problems as they antioipated. When they oclpsA_d the oos% and the medical
proble®m unoovered, annual ev_n-%ions did not appea_ %o he oos% effective.
The reduoed froquenoy of these eT-m_-atione did not appea_ %o lower the
quality of medioa;l 0_.

MR. _£nLE: We have been asked a few times about insu_ eoimo_ who has
a fitness progmmm or is about to embark on a fitness pl_-am. We have even
had ooxTespondenoe from people who design fitness programs. They want to
find an insurer who will help them promote it. We _eally have no basis
beyond some pre-oonoeived notions.

MR. KITTHEDGE: What I was talking about earlier was health eduoation.
This ooneis%s of educational p_w_une designed to get people to stop
smoking, lose weight, get exercise, or what have you. As opposed %o that
I interpret this question as referring to a fitness program where typioally
an org_uization has some organized mechanism of getting people to exeroise
the way they should. We have a number of fitness programs developing in
different directions. One program in Houston has been monitored fairly
closely %o see what changes it has brought about in terms of the physical
condition of the people participating. The Jury is still very _moh out
althou_ there are some indications of ch_/.mes. One of the %h_ we do
not know is who amon_ the pal_icipants continues with the fitness plan.
How many would be exercising 8/kyway?

PhYsical fitness plans are an area where more experimentation would be
worthwhile, and careful resesrch is being done. It will probably be some
years before I will be comfortable wltn any feeling as to the cost effeo-
tiveness of these plans.

MR. HALL: Are you looking at this from the standpoint of the Prudential as
a corporate employer, or do you feel that there is a possible insurance
benefit here?

MR. KITTHEDGE: At the mmnent we are looking at it as an employer.

MR. HALL. Is there any provision for the employees' dependents to partici-
pate in this?

MR. KI_: No.

MR. 0LDS: We have talked about a progl-sm to disoo_rage people from smo_4-_,
an annual physical, and physioal fitness programs, but there is oue program
that has been overlooked. This is nutrition. I do not know of any organized
program sponsored by an employer. We know very little about nutritiou rela-
tive to the potential, and yet I think i% would have as muoh impaot for sole
people as a physioal fitness progrem.

MR. WHITELEY; There is a _Toup in Portland, 0regen, called Health Works,
Inoorporated, that is doing this type of program. They employ a multi-
faoeted approaoh 4_at includes nutrition, exeroise, welght loss, and stress
reduotion, among other %h_._. The idea is to appzoaoh the employer and
suggest %hat he pay the ooet of medloal oeAw p_ for all employees who
participate, and not pay the oost for those who don't. Over time, this is
supposed to work out %o save the employer money, i% ed_ht be on the ba_-
galn_ table in the ft_%uze.
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_. _aV.T._ '1"hie kind of thi,aktn_ ls pretty far reao_tn_. It shows that the
employers, particularly _he larger employers, have decisions to make as to
Just how deeply they should pt involved in what heretofore were not con-
eldered %o be elployer co,terns. They have to decide both in te_ms of wha%
they would requlx_ of their employees and how much of their own money they
wish to put into p_ like these. We ate Just seeing the be_n4-g of
this.

P_. tTaW HOYlqK_: In what different areas of the g_oup _e plan exe
cost of living increases generally _eoo_rLzed?

MR. 0LDS: The most o_mon recognition of sost of living increases is in
pensions. I don't "l:h!.k the increases are recognized speelfloally as snloh
in _-oup modloal _e other than the fact that companies frequently
raise their group insurance rates to _eoo_nize the ever oontlD_ng increase
in the medical provider oha_ges. Of o_e, olalm reimbursement based on
l_asonable and eustomLry ohsxges of medical providelm is recognition of
song of living increases.

MR. _EADL_t There will p_obably be a little less attention to cost of living
ad_ustaente right now slaply because of the very hi_ rate of inflation.
This creates a spread between whst we san reasonably afford and what is
needed to look llke we are really doi_ so,ethic& wol_ndlile. In other
words, if you can afford an £norease of 2_6 or 3% under a plan, and the cttr-
• ent rate of inflation is 1_ there is not much incentive to make the 2_
Or 3_ increase. _is mA_ht tnou_ the vx_th of the employees by raising the
subject and not Eppea_ln_ to deal with it effeotivelT.

MR. HALLt Just the opposite point of view was expressed here a few minutes
ago _y Mike Gulot_ oofloezning the o_ne in their pension benefit fo_a.
They went f_ a salary related plan to a plan that has some scheduled
limits in it.

_. OULO_&: I a_ree with Carson's comments with respect to how corpora-
tions are meeting _e p_oblem of higher rates of inflation. Basically we
hgve decided that we a_e not going to make az_ commitments whatsoever with
re_eot tO keepAn_ employees whole relative to cost of living adjustments.
For example, ou_ last ad hoo adjustment in the pension plan was made in
December, 1979. In passing the resolution inoreas:LU_ the pension benefits,
the _ clearly stated _J_t the employees were not to construe its action
as an_ guarantees. This action and any fu_her actions would be at the
discretion of the Boaxd. Lookin_ prospectively, as & result Of ba_£'-tn4,_
with the unions on _he non-_nt pension plan this past August, there

rill be a 996 increase in benefits effective next July and a 7_ increase
effective 18 _onths fTom that point. That will be it. There is no
oo_.itm_nt to _ other oost of livl_ adJus4_ents.

MR. EXL_Rt AT&T has iudi0ated %h_t in some a_eas they axe usi_ cost con-
raiment to reduce the cost %0 the e_ployere, shiftin_ the burden for the
ola_ fT_ the oust_ere to the employees. I wonder if other employers are
going to do _hat. Does AT_T have a progr_n for sha_in_ an inflation _eduo-
in_ paoka_ with the employees?

MR. C_IDT_At Ve have gotten to the point where we do not th_v the employer
should assume the entire risk of inflation. As a corporation, we are moving
into a very competitive en_nt and we simply cannot afford to absorb
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the entire risk of in_ati¢_. _als does not mean that ou_ employees will
be neglected or allowed to suffer. We still have to be a good employer and
we have to attraot and keep our employees. These are very important objec-
tives and without them we oannot run a business. At the same time we must

strike a balanoe. One cannot accept the risk of inflation totally, and be
oc_petitlve.


